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HELPING WITH YOUR DAY
Today people are embracing voice assistants in their home. So
we think it's about time that you get to enjoy this same
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convenience in your business.
Say Hi to Maxine, she is your virtual personal assistant , or as we
like to call her your SideKick! She's intelligent, proactive and has
lots of languages (72 and counting).

I n this guide, we'll show you how using Maxine is the key for
providing a better way of working.
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HOW IT ALL WORKS
YOUR PARTNER FOR A BETTER WAY OF WORKING

Maxine is a fully speech-enabled virtual assistant, powered by cutting edge
voice recognition technology.She can accurately process and respond to
everything from quick requests to complex information.(And you don’t even
have to put on a special posh voice – Maxine understands accents and
languages).
Use her to handle routine tasks (like checking your diary, monitor your
outstanding tasks) all with ease, reducing the need for your stress levels to
increase!
Saving time, maximising your day - and get things done quicker and
stress free.
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Built on our smart AI, speech recognition technology.
Maxine can accurately process and respond to everything from
quick requests such as "remind me of that zoom meeting at
10am tomorrow 20 mins before" to complex information, which
could be dialling you into a call and recording all the details for
you, so you don't have to remember what was said by who.
Does this sound like you? You're are consistently having trouble
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understanding someone on the call, no worries Maxine will.
You never have to ask can you "repeat that please", Maxine has
you covered.
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Don't let language ever be an issue in your organisation.
Easily connect with all your team members wherever they are in
the world, helping you to finish projects sooner as everyone
understands what they have to do!
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Helping to expand business communications globally.
Maxine is the future of business engagement.
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Our dedicated team will help you integrate Maxine seamlessly
into your CRM, leaving you free to get on with your essential
tasks, and making sure everyone who needs to has access to all
the latest information. So no need to email you to ask you!
Once you’re all set up, you can chat to her like a friend, and rely
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on her like your most trusted colleague.
You talk, she listens – and then she gets you where you need to
be, any time of day, as she never sleeps, but you can!
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

